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Buying new cars is like taking $40,000 and setting it on fire

At least it’s paid for.

I was unhappily scrolling through Facebook the other day and saw that one of my smart friends had posted a dumb article
about the excellent Toronto Raptors basketball player who, despite making nearly a hundred million dollars, still drives a
20-year-old beater SUV.

He said of the car: “It runs … and it’s paid off.”

The second part of that statement is crucial. There is nothing better than a paid-off car. There is no monthly payment, and
most of the depreciation has already occurred. You are driving for free.

I have to say that even I am not as disciplined as Kawhi Leonard. I had my last car for seven years and about 135,000
miles when I started getting a hankering for new-car smell.

Anyway, Leonard’s level of frugality is seldom seen in the NBA — or anywhere in professional sports, for that matter.

I had a friend of a friend who played college hoops and made it to the NBA. He said that the players would buy a new suit
for every day they were on the road. Forty-one road games, 41 suits.

They would wear them once, and never wear them again. Given the size of the basketball players, these were bespoke
suits and not off the rack. Conservatively, that’s about $100,000 worth of suits. A year. And so it goes.

In my personal-finance stories, I’m trying to give people a pretty big dose of perspective. Three dollars on coffee every day
is a luxury you can afford, and people seem to have an easier time giving up large luxuries than small luxuries.
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Most people would rather drive a piece-of-crap car than give up the morning coffee. Tell people to give up coffee (as Suze
Orman does) and you will alienate the people you are trying to help.

So for starters, don’t buy 41 suits a year. But don’t buy a $10 juice every day, either. And don’t go out to eat three times a
week. And don’t stay in $300-$400 hotels when you travel.

All basic stuff. But the easiest way to save money, hands down, is to drive a piece-of-crap car.

Gravedigger
Unless you are driving a Ferrari RACE, -0.63%, a car is not an investment. A car is basically a huge waste of money.

Where else can you take $40,000 and set it on fire in seven years? And pay a bunch of interest to the bank in the
process? What a disaster.

Funny thing about cars — people’s egos are really tied up in the brand of the car. People like to say they drive a “Benz” or
a “Beamer.” Puke. I drive a Toyota TM, -0.10%. They never break down, and they last forever. They’re a great car to own
that is paid for.

I saw something the other day that I never thought I would see. A green Lambo — parked outside the Social Security office
in Myrtle Beach. My analyst and I staked it out to see who the owner was.

A 90-year-old man came out of the Social Security office, got in the car, and revved the engine while people took pictures.
I suppose if you are 90, you can have a green Lambo. This makes sense for nobody else in Myrtle Beach.

I also spend a lot of time in Miami Beach, a town where having a Porsche is like having a Honda HMC, -0.91%. I get the
sense that a lot of people who own those cars literally have no other possessions. It is all about priorities.

This is how you win
The takeaway here is that your financial well-being is not the product of a million small decisions, but two or three big
decisions.

A car can bankrupt you. Or you may get to watch helplessly as it gets towed out of your driveway. And don’t get me started
on leasing, the extended warranty of auto finance.

I have had conversations with car salesmen. They all say the same thing: “I can get you in that car.” They are pretty
creative, financially speaking, and will find some way to make the sale, even if it puts you in a perilous financial position.

That is not their concern. Their concern is selling cars. The ideal scenario: Get a gently used Toyota, pay cash, drive it
forever. You win the personal-finance game.

You should have $1 million before you buy a new Beamer or a Benz.

Jared Dillian is an investment strategist at Mauldin Economics and a former head of ETF trading at Lehman Brothers.
Subscribe to his weekly investment newsletter, The 10th Man.
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